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The Artists’ Marquee
A collective of artists, usually exhibiting together as part of the annual local Open Studios event in July with a marquee
full of their work at Burwash Manor. Separately, the artists are often exhibiting at other exhibitions and events
throughout the year, so check their websites and support local artists.

Heather Stowell
www.heatherstowell.com

Laura Chaplin
www.laurachaplin.co.uk

Heather Stowell creates unique, eye-catching contemporary
jewellery, working with vintage merino glass, silver marquisette
vintage pieces and black iron antique buckles for her bespoke
up-cycling pieces. Heather has 30 years’ experience in the trade,
training as a jeweller and silversmith at degree level before
going on to make her own individual designs, selling her work
to contemporary jewellery shops and galleries across the UK,
as well as by private commissions. She carefully selects buttons
and other quirky charms like thimbles and coins, then hand
sets them in silver or gold, arranging them in a completely
unique way to preserve their fine workmanship. Heather can
be commissioned to set clients own personal pieces, whether
to make a special family piece, or keep sake, or to create a truly
personal gift for a birthday or wedding and is currently exploring
some more ‘deco’ inspired silver pieces for a new silver/ gold
collection.
Laura Chaplin is a mixed media artist and teacher of art. She
practises in the use of printing, dying, colour removal and
lamination techniques to create multi-layered artworks. They
range in size from large canvas backed pieces or free hanging
panels to tiny, fragile, transparent works encased in acrylic
blocks.
Jessica D’Alton Goode is an award-winning children’s illustrator
and fine artist, who specialises in creating imaginative paintings
and cards. Inspired by nature and folklore, her beautiful work is

Emma Malfroy
www.emalfroy.co.uk

Jessica D’Alton Goode
www.jessicadaltongoode.com

created with a mixed media of watercolour, acrylic, and ink with
some fine gold detailing.
Emma Malfroy has a background in fine art and now
concentrates on using watercolour, gouache and acrylic paint,
often with collage – made with hand-coloured and patterned
papers. She also creates linocuts – printing at home without
a press, on thin, Japanese papers. Her paintings, prints and
illustrations, explore images of animals, gardens and places,
seeking out patterns and atmosphere in both real and imagined
landscapes.
Karen Jinks is an artist and designer with a love of colour and
nature that inspires and informs all aspects of her work. Based
in Cambridge, in her little studio, she produces vibrant mixedmedia collages and landscapes and acrylic abstract paintings as
well as beautiful contemporary designs for fabric, wallpaper and
homeware.
Emily Jolley is a fine artist specialising in abstract paintings
incorporating emulsion paints, producing one-off originals and
commissions to fit any interior design scheme (her work has
been featured in World of Interiors Magazine). Working from
her studio space at Milton Studios Cambridge, she also makes
smaller abstracts, drawings and prints including hand-burnished
lino cuts. Her expressive work is influenced by Modernism and
inspired by the natural world and the joy of making.

Karen Jinks
www.karenjinksdesign.co.uk

Emily Jolley
www.emilyjolley.co.uk
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Some of the more eagle-eyed amongst you may have
noticed on the cover that this issue of The Indie is
number 9 ¾. There is nothing Potter-esque about
this (sorry to disappoint), it is in fact because Indie
Cambridge is celebrating 10 years next year, so we wanted
to make the next outing in the new year number 10, in
which we can look back over our time in celebrating and
supporting the local independent scene. So do make sure
you keep picking up the indie – I’m sure you will enjoy
strolling down memory lane with us.

Green Indies
Just by the very nature of them being small and local,
means indies are already streets ahead of their large, global
counterparts in their green credentials. Good to know
when heading out on the high street. Page 4

indie.cambridge

IndieCambridge

In the meantime, in this issue, we have lots of exciting
new indie businesses for you to explore, as well as updates
from some of our more established members. And as you
will see in the article on page 6 – Bill Grimsey’s report on
the state of the high street – it’s been a tough time, but the
future is looking very indie indeed!

Against all odds

Anne Beamish | Founder and Editor

Our retail hero, Bill Grimsey, takes a look at how indies
have survived the pandemic and are now leading the way in
making our high streets hum with inspiration. Page 6
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Small, green and in the
kitchen
We love a good indie collaboration, and two of our
wonderful Indie Members have got together to offer the
good folk of Cambridge the best plants, cakes and coffee all
under one roof. Page 7
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Green indies
As a certain well-known (but unmentionable) retailer tells us – ‘every
little helps’ – and that is very true when it comes to indie businesses and
what they do to help reduce their impact on the environment. Just by the
very nature of them being local and using local suppliers where possible,
means they are already streets ahead of their large, global counterparts in
terms of their carbon footprint, which is good to bear in mind when you’re
making decisions about where to shop, where to eat and drink and who to
work with. Here’s a round-up of just some of the ways our Indie Members
are doing their bit.

Carbon commitment
Once again ahead of the curve, our Indie Member Stem & Glory are committing to
becoming carbon negative by the end of this year – the first restaurant in Cambridge to
do so. Sustainability has always been at the heart of the S&G ethos – they only use 100%
renewable energy (no gas), use furniture and products made from repurposed postconsumer waste (look at their funky tables made from recycled yogurt pots), use locallygrown produce, and are aiming to eradicate single-use packaging across the board. Now,
following their participation in the Mayor of London’s recent ‘Better Futures+’ programme
(a programme to assist businesses in getting to net zero by 2030), owner Louise PalmerMasterton decided that more urgent action was needed, and has brought forward their
pledge to getting to carbon negative to the end of 2021 instead. Oh, and the food there is
pretty good too!

1

www.stemandglory.uk

Cambridge folk have recently set aside a centuries-old rivalry to invite Oxwash (a
sustainable washing company from ‘The Other Place’), to do their dirty laundry! Such is
the appetite for the planet-friendly service – which sees riders zipping around Cambridge
on electric cargo bikes, collecting and delivering laundry – that over 3,000 individual
items are already being cleaned per week here. Founded by Dr Kyle Grant, a former
NASA engineer, Kyle recognised an industry ripe for innovation, so he utilised space-age
technology to re-engineer the laundry process, creating his first water-efficient laundry or
‘lagoon’ in Oxford. Expanding to Cambridge Oxwash set up a lagoon in Barnwell, using
fourth generation wet cleaning, which swaps carcinogenic solvents for biodegradable
detergents and weighs items, using an algorithm to calculate the exact amount of water
needed to remove stains and restore brightness. Clever stuff !
www.oxwash.com/cambridge

Flower power
Determined to show that florists can ‘tread lightly on the planet’, is Clare Cook, founder
of eco-friendly independent, The Flower Project based on Mill Road. Through her
involvement with green initiative ‘Ecologi’, one tree is planted for every purchase made
with Clare (in 11 months of trading, 983 saplings have taken root thanks to her business).
Clare is also careful to use biodegradable, recyclable packaging, buys predominantly British
flowers from local farmers where possible, and cycle delivers her bouquets on her trusty
Elephant Bike, a former postal Pashley cycle, delivering beautiful blooms from CB1 to
CB5.

3

www.theflowerproject.uk

Another Cambridge florist who is very mindful of her ecological footprint is another Clare,
this one of Clare Kenward Flowers. Her blooms are sourced with seasonality in mind,
and she uses local and British-grown flowers when she can. She doesn’t use floral foam,
plastic, or cellophane, preferring biodegradable stem wrap to keep her bouquets moist, and
compostable bags. Clare doesn’t have a bricks and mortar shop, but she does have a website
– check out the amazing postable flower boxes, they last for months.

4

www.clarekenwardflowers.co.uk

Conscious about the environment, Alice Synge, owner of Backstitch, the heavenly
haberdashery store at Burwash Manor, recently made the commitment to reducing the
business’s waste and environmental impact. Backstitch has always used paper packaging
in-store but had previously used plastic parcel bags for posting online orders. They’re now
proud to be virtually plastic-free. Customers receive their orders in recycled brown paper
‘tied up’ with brown paper tape – a move that’s proved very popular with their equally
conscientious customers as of course, making your own clothes is the perfect antidote to
wasteful fast fashion.

4

www.backstitch.co.uk
the indie | Autumn/Winter 2021
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www.streetfoodbox.world

Sustainable living
Being aware of what we eat, wear and how we travel are probably the most familiar areas of
environmental concern, but up there too is how we live in our homes and how we design
our workspaces. Rebecca of Rebecca Orde Property Project Management helps
people who want to give their homes an ‘eco makeover’. Within a constantly changing and
often confusing marketplace, she works with independent energy consultants, who can
identify the best solutions for each property and budget. She then helps to select the most
appropriate products and identify the best people to supply and install and project managers
the whole thing brilliantly.
www.rebeccaorde.com

Another indie keen to help with the tricky task of trying to find out about the
environmental credentials of a sofa, or the potentially harmful effects of a type of paint, is
interior designer Felicity White. She helps her clients navigate their way through these
decisions as she herself has spent many hours researching and demystifying the world
of interior products. She’s also keen to suggest incorporating second-hand products as a
sustainable option as well as a unique design feature.

8

www.felicitywhiteinteriors.com

Eve Waldron Design are another local independent business hugely committed to

achieving a minimum impact on the environment – both in their working practice and in
their choice of products and supply chain. Discouraging a short-term, throw away approach
and considering value over lifetime is key and Eve herself has undergone training with the
Cambridge Institute for Sustainability Leadership and stays updated with ongoing training
via sustainability networking groups.

9

www.evewaldron.com

A small local Cambridge company with a big environmental agenda is Cherry Hinton Road
based Henry Rose Interiors. The use of sustainable goods has become an integral part
of the company ethos – using suppliers who are carbon-neutral or who use methods which
reuse water or materials where possible, plus for every kitchen and bathroom they sell, they
pledge to have trees planted to help offset their carbon footprint.

10 www.henryroseinteriors.com
They’re a lean, green estate agents team! Along with their trusty bikes, our Indie
Member Cooke Curtis & Co have a small fleet of electric vehicles including cars
and a folding electric bike, making sure they can get around Cambridge with as little
environmental impact as possible. They also support the Arthur Rank Hospice promoting
their annual Christmas tree recycling scheme. This scheme has grown year on year and the
CC&C team get their hands dirty (literally) by joining the volunteers who collect trees for
recycling from households around the city.

11 www.cookecurtis.co.uk

Tied up with string

5

In December 2019, Eddie Stableford went to the Mill Road Winter Fair. Late in the
afternoon he watched as council workers did a heroic job clearing up all the rubbish and
was brought up short by just how much there was – predominantly from takeaway food
packaging. Eddie discovered that in the UK we throw away 11 billion items of food-to-go
packaging every year, and it’s all going into landfill, now Eddie – a packaging specialist – is
launching the Street Food Box for food on the go. It’s multi-use, compact and easy to carry
(it folds up small enough to fit into a jeans pocket), dishwasher, microwave and stain proof,
and made from 100% recyclable plastic. It’s a funky piece of kit and it’s made right here in
the UK.

7

Green washing

2

And in a box to go

www.indiecambridge.com

And a green goodbye
Fulbourn-based Woodland Wishes offers funerals, cremations and natural burials at
the UK’s 300 woodland sites, including peaceful resting places locally in Barton, Six Mile
Bottom, and Ramsey. Coffins are locally made in willow, wool, solid pine and cardboard
and owner Tracy O’Leary also has Cambridgeshire’s first all-electric hearse, a Nissan Leaf, so
Woodland Wishes can offer this zero-emission hearse to the people of Cambridgeshire and
beyond for a totally green funeral.

12 www.woodlandwishes.co.uk
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Against all odds – indies hold on to the high street
In recent years, talk of the high street usually seems to divide people into
one of two camps – those who lament its changing face and want to return
to some sort of rose-tinted ideal of ‘how things used to be’, or those who
recognise and accept the changing landscape and who look to how the
modern high street can fit with what today’s customer really wants. For
those who actually trade on our high streets, the first school of thought is
really not an option, and the last 18 months have accelerated any changes
that were already afoot.

Earlier this year, Indie Cambridge was invited to contribute to the latest report on
the high street by retail veteran Bill Grimsey entitled ‘Against All Odds’ which looks
at how independent retail, hospitality and services businesses have adapted to survive
the pandemic. Bill himself is a bit of high street hero with 45 years in the forefront of
retailing, (ex-CEO of Iceland, Booker and Focus DIY) gaining particular attention for
masterminding the recovery of the DIY group Wickes. He is also the author of ‘Sold Out’
– a must-read for anyone interested in why our high streets have changed in the way they
have. This article is part of Bill’s conclusion from the Against All Odds report and we love it
and agree with it so much, we wanted to share some of it – so over to Bill!
The word ‘community’ often evokes fuzzy and nostalgic definitions of an ideal quality of life
that residents hold for their neighbourhood. Yet it’s ill-defined and misunderstood, which
is why it’s important to practically explain why the best independents can rightly prize their
strong community links.

build’ mantra to focus equally on the subtle complexities of building strong communities.
Social capital is just as important as building physical infrastructure when seeking to turn
around failing high streets and no strategy should be complete without a big focus on
people, partnerships and communities.
The hidden potential of independent shops, which policymakers are failing to see, becomes
much more visible in an environment where people are encouraged to slow down, socialise
and enjoy each other’s company. With well-designed public realm, welcoming piazzas,
green space and people-friendly streets, the value of diverse and vibrant independent shops
becomes immediately obvious.
However, many of our towns and cities remain the antithesis of this. In traffic-clogged,
pollution-choked streets that are bereft of green space and have no aesthetically pleasing
gathering points, high streets are not places where you can be open to new experiences, take
a stroll to find a restaurant or wish to spend any length of time.

One of the biggest mistakes of the 20th century
Thankfully, some areas are starting to realise this and beginning to re-design places on a
more human scale. The fact that Oxford Circus in London, which cuts across Europe’s
busiest shopping street, has recently announced plans to close half the street to traffic and
create a pedestrian piazza is a game changer. The surrender of too much public space to
the car remains one of the biggest mistakes of the 20th century and putting this right by
creating cleaner, greener and healthier high streets has to be a defining mission for our time.
Once we’ve created a better environment for independent businesses, a strong experience
economy and new community hub model to flourish, we can begin to create amazing places.
There’s no reason why every town shouldn’t have a great high street and a new generation is
literally chomping at the bit with great ideas to make this happen – and thankfully they’re
being encouraged.

Governments need to pay more attention
Although many chain stores have good local charitable connections, with independent
businesses the owner is often on the premises. The independent businesses are able to
respond to community needs and requests instantly. Local shoppers tend to know this,
which is one of the reasons why independent shops are so valued. But this has not filtered
through to policymakers and it’s why central and local government need to pay more
attention to this sector.
We have to move away from the sledgehammer approach of the Government’s ‘build, build,

The work of organisations like Enterprise Nation and retail experiential operator Sook,
for example, is creating a fascinating ecosystem of early stage and start-up brands to test
the waters on our high streets. Many are taking pop up space in London’s Oxford Street
store and being given training on 21st century retailing. It’s very future facing, but equally
represents a return to a time when high streets were a testbed for creativity and exciting new
ideas.

Reasons to be optimistic about our future
Even though this review (sic) is rooted in the worrying predicament of a nation of
independent shops that have managed a great escape to survive the pandemic, but find
themselves still perilously close to the edge, I can still see reasons to be optimistic about our
future.
The loss of so many chains over the last year shows that clone town Britain is in retreat. It
should signal an opportunity for planners and placemakers to let their imaginations run riot
so towns all over the country can lay claim to their own unique identities. This is no time to
timidly cling to conformity and impose a bland vision of identikit housing and poor-quality
retail on our decimated high streets. Britain can do much better than that.
Now is the time to unlock years of hidden potential and make our high
streets hum with inspiration again.

...
...

Download and read the review in full:

...
...

..........

www.vanishinghighstreet.com
Indie Cambridge features on page 107!
Follow Bill on Twitter @BillGrimsey
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Small, green and in the kitchen
We love a good indie collaboration, and two of
our wonderful Indie Members have got together
to offer the good folk of Cambridge the best
plants, cakes and coffee all under one roof! Janet
Fox of Indoor plant specialists Small and Green,
and Andrew Smith, owner of The Garden Kitchen,
are setting up shop together on Mill Road in The
Kitchen’s current location at No. 82. To celebrate
this momentous indie occasion, we have a special
recipe for our Indie readers from Andrew and
some timely seasonal plant care advice from Janet.

Garden Kitchen Roasted Butternut Squash
and Ginger Soup
• 1 butternut squash
• two red onions
• 3 cloves of garlic
• 20g ginger
• half a teaspoon of chilli flakes
• half a teaspoon of ground cumin
• a sprig of Rosemary or thyme
• 2 tablespoons of olive oil
• salt and pepper to taste
• 1lt water
• 1 vegetable stock cube

Peel and deseed the squash, then roughly chop and place in a roasting tin. Add the sliced
red onion and the roughly chopped ginger and garlic.
Sprinkle over the chilli flakes ground cumin and pinch of salt and pepper. Add the olive oil
and the destemmed rosemary or thyme.
Mix everything together and roast in the oven at 180 degrees for 30 minutes.
By now the squash should be soft and the onions slightly caramelised. Carefully transfer
everything to a saucepan and add the water and vegetable stock. Gently heat until the
mixture is just simmering then take off the heat and blend with a stick blender. You may
need to add slightly more water depending on how thick you like your soup.
Serve with toasted pumpkin seeds, chilli flakes and a drizzle of olive. A dollop of yogurt
goes great too or a swirl of coconut milk if you have it.
This recipe also works really well with pumpkins, carrots, parsnips and sweet potatoes too.
You can always add a combination of veggies and adjust the spices depending on how hot
you like it!

Janet’s Houseplant tips for Winter
All plants will slow down their growth through the winter months due to
the colder weather and the reduction in light. Because of this they will
need less water so start to gradually reduce the amount of water that you
give your plants at this time of year. Remember never to leave them sitting
in water, let all the water drain away before popping them back in their
decorative pot.
Light – because of the shorter days, all your plants will need to get as much light as they

possibly can. This might mean moving them nearer to a window, just for the darker days,
you can move them back to their original spot when the days lengthen again.
Warmth – keep your plants warm! Houseplants hate the cold especially plants like
Marantas, Calatheas and Begonias. They are all tropical plants and so are used to warm
and humid conditions with minimum temperatures of about 12 to 15 degrees. Beware
of putting them too close to a radiator as they might get scorched and dry out too
quickly. Because we all have our central heating on in the winter, the air can become too dry
for a lot of plants. To rectify this try grouping them together so that they can create their
own mini micro-climate, increasing the humidity around them. You can also mist their
leaves daily or place a group of plants on a pebble tray filled with water which will gradually
release humid air around their leaves.
Pests – keep an eye out for pests during the winter. Red spider mites love warm dry
conditions so misting can help keep them away. As part of your plant care regime, check
all leaves and stems regularly for signs of pests. As a preventative measure, and to treat
any existing pests, spray the top and bottom of each leaf with a mixture of neem oil and
washing up liquid. This will help to keep the leaves free of dust, which prevents them from
photosynthesising effectively, and at the same time keeps pests away. Mix 1 litre of tepid
water with 5ml of neem oil and 5ml of washing up liquid, put this in a spray bottle, give it a
shake and spray those pests away!
Cactus and succulents – remember that most of these plants will go dormant over

winter and may not need watering at all. Check them regularly and if the leaves are starting
to shrivel then give them a water otherwise leave well alone! Make sure they get the most
light you can give them.
Repotting and feeding – as a general rule, do not repot or feed your plants after the end

of October through to mid-March. I do still feed some of my plants if they are still actively
growing but I will dilute the feed much more than the recommended amount during this
time. If your plant seems to be really pot-bound, you can repot but most plants will hate
sitting in too much wet/damp compost during the winter. It can cause root rot and possibly
death, so it is preferable to wait until they all start into active growth again in the Spring.
the indie | Autumn/Winter 2021
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Indie intros

Throughout the following pages, we’re going to introduce you to a selection of our
wonderful Indie Members. Some are from our local high streets, others are skilled trades
people, and yet more are from the business community, but they are all passionate about
what they do, and about supporting each other and the local independent scene. If it wasn’t
for our members, we wouldn’t do what we do and for all of us, the place where we live would
be a lot less interesting.

Indie Cambridge members 2021

To see written features and photographs of all our members, and be able to keyword search
our database of hundreds more local independently-owned businesses, visit the Indie
Cambridge website at www.indiecambridge.com

(at time of going to press)

Artists & Galleries

Homes & gardens

Professional + Business Services

Art Hound Gallery

Art of Flooring

Cambition IT Services

Babylon Arts

Babouris. Cambridge Lettings

Cambridge Payroll Ltd

Darryl Nantais Gallery

Cambridge Classics

Clarendon Street Veterinary Surgery

Fen Ditton Gallery

Clare Kenward Flowers

CMR

Richard Heeps/ Bleach Box Gallery

Cooke, Curtis & Co

Eve Waldron Interior Design

The Artists’ Marquee

Felicity White Interiors

Happy Communications

Go Glass Ltd

Hello Lovely Design

Henry Rose Interiors

Ian Olsson Wedding Photography

KCP Furniture and Finishing

Julian Eales Photography

Linford Joinery

Krishna Solanki Designs

Peter Harrison Furniture

KUCO

Providence

Langham Press

Radcliffe & Rust

Lenka Koppova, Social Media Consultant

Rebecca Orde Ltd

Oxwash

Small and Green

Sarah Ingram - writer

Sylvia Newman Garden Design

Sarah Massie Consulting

The Flower Project

Studio 24
Sue Walden, Business Development Consultant

Cafes, food + drink

The Innovation Practice
The Photography Place

Al-Amin

Websters Cambridge Ltd

Amelie

Woodland Wishes

Bacchanalia

Zedify

Bridges Café
Burwash Larder
Café Abantu
Cambridge Cookery
Cambridge Fruit Company
Cambridge Juice Company
Hot Numbers Roastery

Retail

Meadows Cambridge
Mill Road Butchers

Backstitch

OliveOlive

Beaucroft Watches

Pint Shop

Cuckoo

Prana Indian Restaurant

Kingsway Cycles (also services)

Raja Restaurant

Knitting Needle Lane

Scott’s All Day

Laird Hatters

Stem & Glory

Lilac Rose

5 Chapel Street Bed & Breakfast

Street Food Box

Mabel Fox

Cambridge Music Festival

The Brew Project

Nomads

Cambridge Steiner School

The Edge Café

Sew Knit Craft Ltd

CB Travel Guide

The Garden Kitchen

Susan Nicholas Opulent Bridal (SNOB)

David Parr House

The Lab

Taank Optometrists

Form the Future

The Locker Café

The Cambridge Fabric Company

Helen Handmade Books

Culture, Learning & Leisure

The Plough Shepreth

Jenny Jefferies

The Station House, Histon

Literature Cambridge

Urban Larder

M-Power Fitness
South Cambridgeshire Equestrian Centre

If you’re a local indie and would like to join us call Anne Beamish on 07712 044160, email anne@indiecambridge.com or visit joinindiecambridge.com
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Beaucroft Watches
Telephone 07422 554156
www.beaucroftwatches.com

Some people might call it fate, others would say it was coincidence, but the best way to
describe the story of Beaucroft Watches is simply that of perfect timing.
When Matt Herd and Karim Faisali first met through their partners, they immediately hit it
off. Both had backgrounds in design, both shared a passion for Cambridge; its beauty as well
as its independent scene, and quite quickly they realised another shared love – watches.
Along with an appreciation for the design elements of watches, they both felt the emotional
connection these classic timepieces possessed. With his Persian/Irish background, Karim’s
family had been avid jewellery collectors and for Matt, fixing a watch passed down to him
from his late grandfather, taught him how a watch could hold precious memories.
And so, for the friends, going into business together was the obvious next chapter. The name
Beaucroft was chosen as it aptly stands for ‘Beautiful Creations of Time’. Their inaugural
range ‘Senate’ is named after Senate House and Senate House Passage, a historic local
landmark and a beautiful Cambridge street converging the three elements of town, gown
and visitors.
The watches themselves (which are gender-neutral by design), are handcrafted classics
powered by premium automatic movements – the beauty of which is visible thanks to
the clever design of the back of the watch. And talking of design, everything from the
colours – including Cambridge Blue and Senate House White – through to the teardrop
shaped emblem on the face and the tapered bridge shape of the casework, is inspired by the
architecture of Cambridge.
Matt and Karim have also made buying one of their watches an experience too; they partner
with some of Cambridge’s most exciting independents; the Cambridge Gin Laboratory in
Green Street, and Rutherford’s Punting to offer customers a unique, memorable time – very
fitting for such special creations.

Heather Stowell creates
unique, eye-catching
contemporary jewellery
made from selected vintage
buttons, handmade in silver.
She carefully selects buttons
and other quirky charms
like thimbles and coins, then
hand sets and in silver or
gold and arranging them in
a completely unique way, a
lovely way to preserve their
fine workmanship. Heather
can be commissioned to set
clients ‘own’ buttons or other
personal pieces, whether to
make a special family piece,
or keep sake, or to create
a truly personal gift for a
birthday or wedding and of
course each and every design
is completely unique.
www.heatherstowell.com
Telephone 07801 570068
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Cafe Abantu
42 Hobson Street, Cambridge CB1 1NL
Telephone 07884 317836
www.cafe-abantu.co.uk

Feeling peckish? Forget the meal deal and tantalise those tastebuds with a bowl of steaming
South African Bunny Chow or feta-topped flatbread, washed down with a beetroot latte
or an iced gingerbeet smoothie. If your appetite has been whetted, take a stroll down
Hobson Street to Café Abantu, ‘The People’s Tearoom’, where owner Wendy Slade is serving
homemade food so flavoursome it requires no frills. Abantu is the Zulu word for ‘people’
and Wendy strongly believes that: ‘a person is a person through other people. Affirmation of
one’s humanity through recognition of an ‘other’ in his or her uniqueness and difference’ which is why she called her cafe ‘Abantu’.
South-African born Wendy moved into the premises at the end of January 2018, though
Abantu started life over 15 years ago at Manor Farm, Bourn. Back then, concerned about
the poverty of her birth country, Wendy focused on selling Fairtrade gifts while a friend
ran the café. But when that friend moved on, Wendy took over the café, discovering a real
passion for cooking and baking. Once Wendy’s lease expired, she moved her cafe first to
Wysing Arts in Bourn, before finding her dream Cambridge base.
An intimate yet bright space, Abantu’s focal point is a large chiller, displaying the day’s bakes
and salads, from rainbow vegetable kebabs and fried butterbean, sorrel, feta and sumac to
beetroot slaw and Moroccan carrot salad. In homage to her South African heritage, Wendy
regularly cooks dishes such as Boboti (a fruity meatloaf with an egg custard topping) or
Chicken a la King.
The majority of the cakes – think luscious carrot and Victoria sponge, chocolate Oreo,
lemon and courgette – are baked daily. And there’s a variety of thirst-quenchers, from fruity
loose leaf teas and Fairtrade coffee to smoothies and iced drinks.
Refreshingly Abantu’s menu changes daily. Wendy simply opens the fridge, takes a look
at the ingredients and gets cooking. So if there’s a glut of aubergines, there’ll be honeyed
aubergines on the menu that day. See; no frills, just good, honest food.

Pint Shop
10 Peas Hill, Cambridge CB2 3PN
Telephone 01223 981070
www.pintshop.co.uk

Pint Shop is all about creating a place that embraces eating and drinking - in equal measures.
A place where you feel equally at home having a few beers, a light lunch or a full-blown feast.
A place where people from all walks of life, rub shoulders with each other.
Richard Holmes and Benny Peverelli’s inspiration for Pint Shop came from the beer
houses of the 1830’s. The original ‘Beer Houses’ or ‘Tom and Jerry Shops’ as they became
known, are viewed by many as the birth place of today’s pub. This was a time when beer was
considered a rich man’s drink because of its high tax levels. The poor drank gin – and lots of
it – mostly in illegal gin shops.
Then, in 1830, in an attempt to reduce public drunkenness, improve the health of the nation
and encourage free trade, The Beer Act was passed. This allowed anyone that paid a small fee
to brew beer and sell it in their own homes – and so beer houses were born. It even allowed
a low ABV beer called Table Beer to be brewed for children, women and servants as the tap
water then was so unsafe! Thus, a new generation of beer drinkers was created.
Pint Shop takes the spirit of those original beer houses – namely craft beer, intimacy and
fun – and throws in some killer food cooked on the coals, just as it was in 1830 and has it all
delivered in the heart of the city by a team of amazing people.
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Raja Restaurant
60 King Street, Cambridge CB1 1LN
Telephone 01223 301501 or 07841 459967
www.rajarestaurant.com

Sai Rahman is on a culinary mission; to recreate the tantalising flavours of his father’s
childhood in Bangladesh in every perfectly spiced bite he serves. Think aromatic Goan fish
curries, melt-in-the-mouth Afghani lamb, or succulent seabass in a buttery beanseed sauce.
Indian street food is reimagined in morish snacks such as Masala Fries, tossed in turmeric
and cumin; Purple Cauliflower Pakora; and the Pao Bun, Sai’s quirky take on a chip butty –
a potato scallop, drizzled in turmeric and mint chutney, in a brioche-style bun.
The final destination on this sublime journey along the spice trail is Raja Restaurant on King
Street, which reopened in August with a Bombay café feel following a revamp by Cambridge
interior design specialists Loci.
Sai and father Aminur ‘Raja’ Rahman launched Raja in 2012, and within two years won
Best Overall UK Takeaway at the English Curry Awards. Given the family’s proud history of
serving outstanding Indian cuisine it is hardly surprising. Sai’s grandad came to England as
a rice merchant, later moving to Scotland, where he opened his first restaurant Ali’s in 1979.
By 2000, with Aminur by his side, he owned 20 restaurants throughout Scotland, up to the
Isle of Skye.
Though Sai grew up in Inverness (moving to Cambridge in his teens), he learnt all about
the tasty regional dishes of his dad’s Bangladeshi homeland, so was keen to emulate them
at Raja. Among these are scrumptious fish curries and Black Dahl, a richer, earthier version
of the traditional red lentil favourite. There are also hearty Indian breakfast options, freshly
baked breads, including gluten-free, and authentic Chai tea, served in traditional clay cups.
Having taken the reins at Raja following his father’s retirement, Sai looks set to build on his
family’s success and create a real buzz around East Indian cuisine!

Bridges Cafe
20 Bridge Street, Cambridge CB2 1UF
Telephone 01223 300800
www.bridgescambridge.co.uk

A zesty aroma of freshly-squeezed citrus fruit greets you as you step off one of Cambridge’s
busiest streets, into Bridges café. Owners Meggy and Chan Yip have been juicing at home
for years (they’re both the picture of health!) and introduced the revitalizing thirstquenchers over 10 years ago. Made to order, the juices and smoothies – including immune
boosting ginger, pear and apple, ailment combating celery, cucumber and apple, and antiageing blueberry & cranberry juice – use the best-quality produce from Cambridge Organic
Food Company, or the sustainable Cambridge Food Hub who collects local seasonal
ingredients around Cambridge.
Alongside these, Bridges serve a variety of homemade cakes, ranging from decadent Biscoff
fudge brownie, traditional Victoria sponge and Guinness Chocolate cake, to gluten-free
lemon drizzle cake and vegan banana cake. Many are low-sugar options. There’s a delicious
menu of seasonal soups, salads and Italian arancini balls, plus toasted sandwiches and
paninis with original fillings such as chickpea, curry and mango chutney. Then there’s the
speciality Asian stir-fries (vegan puffy tofu, udon noodles, satay chicken) cooked in small
batches daily, using marinated free-range meat from a local butcher, traditional spices and
colourful veg. These are Meggy and Chan’s favourite home-cooked dishes, tried and tested
by the couple’s children and friends. And this is one of many appealing aspects of this
family-run business, which opened in 1997 as Bridges Patisserie, serving tea and takeaway
cakes, but over time has introduced seating and embraced heathier cuisine.
As a customer, you feel like one of the extended family, savouring an aromatic coffee at the
panoramic window seat or grabbing lunch at one of the tables lovingly handmade by Chan.
Alongside the cafe, Bridges caters for corporate events (nearby colleges are regular clients),
serving elegant canapés, hearty baguettes, freshly toasted sourdough and appetising oriental
dishes. Meggy and Chan hope to expand this arm of the business, while continuing to offer
healthy eating in the heart of Cambridge.
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The Plough, Shepreth
12 High Street, Shepreth, Cambridgeshire SG8 6PP
Telephone 01763 290348
www.theploughshepreth.co.uk

The Plough is a city pub that seems to have misunderstood some directions. Instead of the
centre of the city, it has landed in the little village of Shepreth, a 10-minute train journey
from Cambridge Station. Other than its location, there isn’t an awful lot of village pub-iness
about it. Two music stages, a craft beer wall, giant art murals and a few record players are
some of the most obvious physical features that suggest this may be something a little out of
the ordinary.
Having reopened in 2014, it is now run by father and son Nick and Matt Davis alongside a
fantastic team of bar, front of house and kitchen staff.
Much of the pub’s identity is wrapped up in the live music and spectacular musicians it
provides a stage for. It has become the proud new home for local legend Johnny Wright’s
Wednesday Session, to go along with its regular Vinyl Fridays and Saturday night live music
performances each week.
Food at The Plough has undergone several iterations throughout the chameleonic nature
of the pandemic, but as the world returns to a more settled state, as does hospitality! At the
end of October, a specialist pizza chef joined The Plough’s kitchen team and launched a very
exciting new menu to operate in conjuncture with a weekly pitch for some of Cambridge’s
finest street food vendors and a selection of kitchen takeovers.
The Plough bar, as well as being astronomical in size, is home to some of the best local ales,
craft beers, cocktails, wines, spirits and ciders you can find. To get three CAMRA awards in
consecutive years, you must be doing something right.
The Plough is certainly a village pub only by name, go and check out its nature for yourself.

Cambridge Cookery
School House, Homerton Gardens, Cambridge CB2 8EB
Telephone 01223 247620
www.cambridgecookery.com

Cambridge independents know how to excel, and Cambridge Cookery does just that.
Winners of UK’s Best Cookery School 2013 and shortlisted for the Food and Travel Reader
Awards Best Cookery School 2014, the School itself offers some 250 classes every year as
well as high-octane, team-building events and private parties.
But there is so much more. Back in 2015, a café, bakery and bistro were opened next-door
to the school – ensuring that even more people could enjoy top-quality food and drink in
a beautiful setting. With an absolute commitment to sustainability, high welfare, local and
organic produce, the Cambridge Cookery Café and Bistro has quickly become a beacon for
locals and has been awarded the title of Cambridge’s first zero food waste business.
Founded by Tine Roche, who trained at the world-renowned Leiths School of Food and
Wine, it is no surprise that the accolades for both the School and the Café and Bistro are
numerous as well as glowing. Citing great expertise and knowledge along with a stunning
setting (think state-of-the-art kitchen complete with Neff ovens and beautiful cookware),
they are equally complimentary about the outstanding quality of the artisan bread, food,
wine and service in the beautiful Café.
Housed inside a former stonemasons’ brick building, a stylish Scandinavian-influenced
make-over and classy minimalist design makes it spacious and airy. There is lots more seating
outside too with a large terrace overlooking a pretty lawn, making for a tranquil and green
surround, simply perfect for brunch time on Thursdays through to Sundays.
With so much available space, it is not just residents and visitors who enjoy Cambridge
Cookery. Corporate customers are welcomed for private hire dining as well as team-building
cookery classes, and summers there are busy with school holiday classes and cooking for
Uni courses approved by the Duke of Edinburgh Award. A warm welcome is even extended
to all four-legged visitors (who come for the free handmade dog biscuits), and Cambridge
Cookery’s reach and involvement in the local community sees them fundraising for
Addenbrookes Charitable Trust, The Arthur Rank Hospice and local schools.
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The Station House, Histon
118 Station Road, Histon, Cambridge CB24 9LF
Telephone 01223 234381
www.histonstationhouse.com

Once a haven for railway commuters, Histon Station has been transformed into a buzzing
brunch stop, thanks to the vision of entrepreneur David Harrison. Beautifully renovated,
The Station House, which sits astride the Guided Busway, opened July 2021, offering
healthy brunches, waffles, smoothies, milkshakes, cakes and ethically-sourced coffee.
Boasting a stylish interior with quirky original features and an expansive outdoor terrace,
the café is popular with villagers, school run parents, dog walkers and cyclists.
Chef Christean Hypolite has devised a tantalising menu, including bestselling brunch
Smoked Salmon, Avocado, Poached Egg, Halloumi, Spinach, Heirloom Tomato and Waffle,
and a popular Salmon and Beetroot Benedict dish.
For the health conscious, there’s energising smoothies (Carrot & Ginger, Broccoli Beast),
decadent waffles to satisfy sweet tooths (Banoffee, Apple Crumble) and scrumptious cakes
including lemon drizzle and black cherry and almond slice. Passionate about supporting
independents, David stocks eco-friendly Reforest Tea, Hot Numbers Coffee, Cambridge
Juices and Kale & Damson fresh produce.
Born in Girton and having studied at Impington Village College, David has a long time
connection with Histon, and it was whilst walking with daughter Mila, six, that the idea
for The Station House was sparked. Spotting the then building site, Mila asked what was
being built and David replied, ‘a café’, to which she enquired ‘our café?’. That afternoon she
drew up a floorplan of the café (which now hangs in the toilet). A call to agents Bidwells
followed, and within six months Mila’s dream became reality.
Having worked in the hospitality industry since the age of 16, beginning as a chef, then
working for CambsCuisine and going on to open The Boot in Histon and Giggling Squid in
Cambridge, David has a wealth of experience to bring to his role as the new station master!

Hot Numbers Roastery
Wrights Mowers, Dunsbridge Turnpike, Shepreth, Cambridgeshire SG8 6RB
Telephone 01223 612209
www.hotnumberscoffee.co.uk

Hot Numbers is an independent speciality coffee shop and roastery with a vision focused
firmly on excellent coffee and food, served with a smile, and all to a soundtrack of jazz/blues
music. This local business, Cambridge-grown by its founder Simon Fraser, is named after a
former record shop he frequented in his youth, found on Kingston Street close to their very
first coffee shop in Gwydir Street, which opened its doors in April 2011.
At Hot Numbers they roast and serve ever-changing seasonal single origin coffee to the
highest standard possible, alongside delicious brunch and cake menu offerings – made both
in-house and by a host of friendly local suppliers. Live music, art-based events/lectures and
private hire are featured weekly at Gwydir Street (pre-Covid restrictions). Hot Numbers’
second branch opened in Trumpington Street in December 2014 to house their coffee
roaster and focus on barista training, and this soon evolved into the buzzing café it is today.
Needing a bit more space, in 2018, Simon made his biggest move to date and relocated
the roastery to its current stunning spot at Shepreth – creating Hot Numbers HQ with a
café, bakery, coffee training area and lots of space, both inside and outside (there’s no table
bookings needed, just turn up!).
As well as serving the good folks of Cambridge, The Hot Numbers team also work
alongside, and supply, many coffee-focussed businesses by providing freshly roasted beans,
equipment, servicing and barista training to support them in all things coffee.
And, when you’re not in one of their cafes but crave that distinctive Hot Numbers taste,
they have a Roast & Post subscription service. They send out freshly-roasted coffee to your
door whenever you choose – be it weekly, every other week or monthly – using a first-class
courier service included in the price. You’ll find details in the coffee section on their website.
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Cuckoo
Burwash Manor, New Road, Barton, Cambridge CB23 7EY
Telephone 01223 262123
www.cuckooclothing.co.uk

Cuckoo first opened its doors 15 years ago, as a vintage and limited-edition boutique, on
the rural converted farm site at Burwash Manor in Barton. As Cuckoo has evolved over the
years, it now has a carefully curated selection of clothing and footwear brands from the UK
and around the world, plus gorgeous accessories, and unusual gifts. Indeed, should you be
searching for the perfect gift for a loved one, be sure to include Cuckoo on your list as it is
highly unlikely that you will leave empty handed.
Owners Michelle Veenman and Kate Bols are inspired by art, design, colour and texture, and
Cuckoo’s customers have come to expect the clothing to reflect this passion. Their range is
designed to appeal to the woman of any age who is looking for clothes that combine unusual
prints and beautiful textiles, with longevity, wearability and a mixture of price points. And
because they buy in relatively small numbers you can be sure that what you get will be special
and unique.
With the global challenges we are all experiencing, Michelle and Kate are increasingly keen
to put sustainability at the heart of everything they do; both in terms of the fabrics they buy
and by adopting retail practices that promote a lower carbon footprint. With 7 children
between them, they are only too aware of the environmental crisis future generations are
facing and feel strongly that any little changes they can make in fashion retail can only help.
They love to support smaller UK brands where possible and have also reinstated a vintage
and preloved rail in the shop – meaning the shop has come full circle!
Cuckoo looks forward to welcoming you at the Burwash farm site, where there is free
parking, a café and a wealth of other independent businesses to explore.

Providence
Burwash Manor, New Road, Barton, Cambridge CB23 7EY
Telephone 01223 264666
www.providenceuk.com

‘Have nothing in your homes that you do not know to be useful and believe to be beautiful.’
This quote by William Morris very neatly sums up all that you will find on a visit to
Providence.
Located at Burwash Manor, the shop is filled with beautiful, as well as practical Shaker
influenced furniture and other finishing items for the home. Providence started out as
cabinetmakers, producing pieces in oak and pine including freestanding kitchen dressers,
larder cupboards, linen presses and wardrobes – examples of which are on display in the
shop. They also build stunning bespoke fitted furniture, from kitchens and wardrobes to
bookcases and alcove units.
To finish their furniture in the Shaker style, owners Kathy and Tim Ritchie developed their
own Providence Paint and stock this along with other quality ranges from Farrow and Ball,
Earthborn Claypaint and Myland – displayed in all their real glory on colour walls and
brush out boards, to make choosing the perfect colour that bit easier. Providence also has
the capacity to mix colours, including RAL and NCS – in any finish and seven days a week.
So, if you are a colour-enthusiast, have an up-cycling project or plan to decorate your home
from floor to ceiling, Providence really should be your first port of call (parking there is free
too or you can get there by bike along one of the many local cycle routes).
As well as the larger pieces of furniture, Providence is home to a selection of Shaker
rails, shelves, cabinet hardware, knobs, handles, hooks and traditional braided rugs.
Complementing all this perfectly is an allsorts mixture of equally functional yet cleverlydesigned home accessories, from brooms to baskets. so, as you can see, along with
functionality, Providence combines stylish forms with a dash of vintage, a splash of colour
and a great sense of fun.
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Backstitch
Burwash Manor, New Road, Barton, Cambridge CB23 7EY
Telephone 01223 778118
www.backstitch.co.uk

As a keen stitcher herself, Backstich owner Alice Synge is the obvious driving force behind
this heavenly haberdashery store based at beautiful Burwash Manor. Stocking only
products she would want to use herself, the Backstitch range has been carefully curated
to Alice’s modern sense of style and with great attention to quality. Within a rainbow of
inspired seasonal colours, the keen crafter can find everything they could possibly need for
dressmaking, quilting, embroidery, cross-stitch and knitting, as well as a great selection of
patterns, books, kits and gifts too.
Backstitch is also a dealer for Brother sewing machines, in addition to offering sewing
machine servicing and repairs – and it’s so easy (and free) to park at Burwash, there’s no
problem with dropping off and collecting.
Existing online for eleven years and in good old bricks and mortar at Burwash for seven,
Backstitch has very much made its place in the UK and Cambridge craft scene. It is known
as a hub for stitchers, with a constant flow of new and exciting collections as well as helpful
staple items. This needlecraft heaven will deliver – whether you need a reel of black thread,
or inspiration and advice on a brand-new project.
Conscious about the environment too, Alice recently made the commitment to reducing
the business’s waste and environmental impact. Backstitch has always used paper packaging
in-store but had previously used plastic parcel bags for posting online orders. They’re now
proud to be virtually plastic-free. Customers receive their orders in recycled brown paper
‘tied up’ with brown paper tape – a move that’s proved as popular with her customers as
everything else Alice does.

Burwash Larder
Burwash Manor, New Road, Barton, Cambridge CB23 7EY
Telephone 01223 264600
www.burwashlarder.com

It’s hard to believe that Burwash Larder began as a roadside table selling bundles of farmgrown asparagus and sweetcorn, alongside an honesty box back in 1985. Farmer Mike
Radford – owner of Burwash Manor Barns – had a crop glut and wanted to diversify.
His organic delights were a hit, and as demand grew, The Larder evolved, moving to
bigger premises around the farmyard. Seven-years ago Mike’s son Matt built the current
magnificent barn, which is packed to the rafters with organic fruit and vegetables, divine
bakes and hand-picked produce, boasting one of the region’s finest delicatessens.
The product line, totalling 3,000, is dizzying; you could easily while away an hour, savouring
a coffee by Cambridge roasters Hot Numbers, or sitting in a sunny spot in the picnic area
out back.
At the helm, managers Clare Rosier and Kathinka Horn, plus 10 staff, are incredibly
passionate about sourcing the best brands. Their philosophy is to buy ‘as good as we can, as
close as we can’, hence there’s local names including BrewBoard craft beer, Kandula Tea and
Gourmet Brownie, alongside quality national brands.
From March 2020, Burwash Larder have been working closely with greengrocery experts
Les Ward to source the freshest fruit and veg and have recently doubled their vegetable
offering with a brand-new chilled display. The Burwash sausage roll, made with farm pork, is
a best-seller, as is the triple cream Delice de Bourgogne, one of 70 cheeses available.
Cakes are supplied by six local bakers including Hannah Bakes (try her heavenly frangipani
shortbread), and Norfolk Street Bakery (those naughty custard tarts!).
The Larder also houses family butcher Leech & Sons, who supply the deli with pork pies
and scotch eggs, plus sell local meats including Burwash beef.
With fantastic products arriving daily, regular foodie events and all those wonderful shops
on site, there’s really no excuse not to visit!
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Laird Hatters
4 Green Street, Cambridge CB2 3JU
Telephone 01223 356820
www.lairdhatters.com

Laird hatters is an independent British hat specialist, who handmake a wonderful selection
of hats and caps for both men and women. The brand was founded in London and now
has four stores including Oxford, and of course our very own one right here in the heart of
Cambridge.
Located on one of our prettiest thoroughfare’s, Green street, amid a host of independents,
Laird is a hat lover’s paradise, with a collection ranging from sophisticated Sinatra trilbies
and casual Brooklyn tweed caps to dainty woollen cloches and cool Panamas.
With a friendly team led by the enthusiastic Faye Gilbert-Brown, it’d be almost impossible
not to find a statement piece to suit. All hats are handmade in England using traditional
methods, and created predominantly in fur, wool and tweed, sourced in the UK, Ireland
and Ecuador. Shapes are traditional but with a modern twist and a rich colour palette, aimed
at a unisex market.
Among the bestsellers are the Hunter woollen fedora, the plush fur-felt Alfred trilby, the
all-American Brooklyn flat cap and the Crushable range (quite literally headwear which will
crush, then spring back to perfection).
Come the summer, Panamas – handwoven in Ecuador from the finest toquilla palm and
finished by Laird on British soil – prove a popular choice.
Hat accessories, (brushes, hat jacks, beautiful feather pins), hat boxes, Maple wood handle
umbrellas and gift vouchers are also available instore.
With customers ranging from tourists and fashionistas to groomsmen, the store is always
busy. True old-fashioned customer service remains key at Laird making it an extremely
pleasant shopping experience. There’s even a crystal decanter of whisky by the till, so once
you’ve selected your dashing deer stalker or suave Sicilian cap, you can celebrate with a wee
dram. Now that’s customer service – and some!

Lilac Rose
71 Bridge Street, Cambridge CB2 1UR
Telephone 01223 363330
www.lilacrose.co.uk

If you are the type of person whose eye is caught by an interesting fabric design, a quirky
accessory or a gift with a twist, then you really should make time to visit Lilac Rose clothes
shop on Bridge Street.
With their creative flair, owners Mark and Amanda Sinclair’s vision was to bring a bit of
theatre and fun to the high street, with a central cast of beautiful British clothing from
designers including Louche, Emily & Fin, Closet and Sugarhill. Brands are chosen in
particular for their use of colour and fabrics, but most of all for their great fit. The pricing
is consciously ‘high street’, but you don’t need to worry about seeing the same dress being
sported by the masses, as Mark and Amanda only stock a small number of each item and are
constantly on the lookout to find new and interesting additions. This all adds to the sense of
excitement and discovery at Lilac Rose and with a generous boudoir styled changing room
area and a very helpful and knowledgeable team, it’s very easy to get caught up in the fun.
Supporting the central clothing range is an inspired collection of jewellery and accessories
– from the utterly glamorous to the quirky and humorous. Lilac Rose is a fantastic place to
find presents as well – from books and bags to cards and wrapping paper, all shot through
with an underlying eclectic theme. You can also buy from their really easy to use online shop
which offers a handy ‘click and collect’ service too.
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Mabel Fox
5 Green Street, Cambridge CB2 3JU
Telephone 01223 668328
www.mabelfox.com

Creativity is in the very lifeblood of Katie Farrell, founder of the Mabel Fox interior design
practice and gorgeous gift shop.
From the moment she could hold a pen, Katie was drawing, and by the age of 13, she was
happily rearranging her bedroom to create a harmonious space (in a colour-coordinated
palette, naturally!).
She went on to study interior and graphic design, and gain extensive industry experience,
working in fabrics for Liberty of London and at various Cambridge design agencies.
The Mabel Fox story began in 2016 when Katie created the wonderfully whimsical ‘Evelyn
Bunny’ linocut print for her niece, in her signature Scandi, folk art style.
More hand burnished linocuts followed, featuring a menagerie of enchanting creatures from
squirrels to dragonflies.
Having found her niche, Katie set up an Etsy shop, naming her business Mabel Fox after a
great, great aunt, and getting her eye-catching designs printed onto gifts including coasters
and cushions.
In 2019, Katie launched her own interior design practice, under the Mabel Fox umbrella.
A family affair, with dynamic sisters Rachel (project management) and Susie (marketing)
onboard, alongside interior architect Laura, the team specialise in family home renovations,
utilising beautiful colour schemes and décor to create joyful spaces.
Mabel Fox’s bricks and mortar shop, on Green Street, opened last November and is
testament to Katie’s obsession with colour and all things Scandi. Her limited-edition
linocuts pop in a kaleidoscope of bright hues, alongside Nordic-inspired homeware
including Weaver Green’s handwoven blankets (made from recycled plastic bottles), LYS
Cambridge’s hand-poured candles and Ely’s Isle Soap Co’s naturally fragrant products.
Upstairs there are regular workshops, ranging from macrame to wine tasting.
If you’re keen to enrich your home, either with original art or sound interior design advice,
the Mabel Fox team have the expertise to create your dream living space!

The Cambridge Fabric Company
7 Peas Hill, Cambridge CB2 3PP
Telephone 01223 778744
www.thecambridgefabriccompany.com

Stepping inside the beautifully laid-out shop in the centre of historic Cambridge, an
overwhelming sense of nostalgia washes over you. It’s not just the many rolls of classic
British-designed cotton and linen fabrics, or the wonderfully colourful collection of
haberdashery, trims and sewing essentials that give you this feeling – it’s the old-fashioned,
friendly welcome from owner Katie Benson and her team, and the super helpful customer
service that is reminiscent of a more civilized shopping experience.
The main emphasis is on furnishing fabrics, with the shop specialising in cottons and linens,
but there’s also a range of dress and quilting fabrics available. Plus, if you’re ever in need of
a lovely gift for someone with an eye for design, there’s everything from beautiful scarves to
quirky bike seat covers – definitely worth a browse for birthday and Christmas presents.
That fabulous Fabric Co experience goes even further with their very handy ‘made to
measure’ service. In store or in your own home, they’ll help you choose gorgeous fabrics,
work out all the measurements, and get them expertly made into curtains, blinds and
other soft furnishings by their experienced network of local seamstresses – no factory-style
piecework here, this is real craft! By working this way Katie not only ensures the best for her
customers, she supports local indie makers too. You can get a free no-obligation quote for
the service and help with fitting is also available.
A new and very welcomed addition to the Fabric Co team is Leya – an experienced
seamstress and alterations tailor – offering clothing alteration and a repair service in-store.
With a dedicated space downstairs including a private fitting area, Leyla can not only tailor
a wedding dress, replace a broken zip or shorten a pair of trousers, she’s also there to help
customers discover a more sustainable approach to refreshing their wardrobe with her clever
range of creative alteration ideas.
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Small and Green (aka 82)
82 Mill Road, Cambridge CB1 3AS
Telephone 01223 474368 or 07902 208195
www.smallandgreen.com

Janet Fox of Small and Green has been a part of Cambridge’s wonderful mix of indies for
over two years now, trading from the central market, popping up at various venues around
the city, and selling via ‘Click it Local’ with same day delivery. And from November 2021,
Small and Green will be partnering with another local indie business, The Garden Kitchen,
to open a bricks and mortar shop under the umbrella name of ‘82’ on one of Cambridge’s
best loved streets – Mill Road – with plants, cakes and coffee all under one roof !
Situated on the Petersfield side of the bridge, Small and Green will sell a huge variety of
beautiful houseplants and hand-made terrariums, together with a carefully curated mix
of plant-related gifts and homeware – pots, planters, plant stands, cards and hanging
baskets – all individual, quirky and innovative products, many from local artists and other
independents.
Houseplants are tremendously popular right now, as people learn the health and wellbeing
benefits of bringing nature inside. Janet offers a wide range of beautiful indoor plants,
from succulents and cacti to leafy houseplants. A range of easy-care plants is always on
offer for the newer plant parent, and of course terrariums are a popular choice – the glass
creation giving you your very own indoor garden for minimum effort. And having been a
professional gardener for over 20 years, Janet has a wealth of knowledge and advice on how
to keep your plants looking their best.
So, whether you’re looking for a special gift idea or simply want to create a room with a
bloom, why not pay Small and Green a visit at 82. You’ll also be able to treat yourself to
some of the Garden Kitchen’s delicious, fresh, homemade takeaway food and coffee – the
perfect indie combination! Remember too to keep an eye on her Instagram as Janet regularly
posts details of upcoming workshops, care tips and featured plants.

Al Amin
100a-102a Mill Road, Cambridge CB1 2BD
Telephone 01223 576396
www.alamin.co.uk

A classic case of looks can be deceiving. Al Amin may look from the outside like an ordinary
grocers, but once inside this deceptively large shop opens up to reveal a wealth of foods from
around the world.
Salsas from Mexico, jerk seasoning from Jamaica, pumpernickel breads from Germany,
halva from Greece, sit on shelves next to pomegranate molasses from Iran (great as a salad
dressing), Harissa paste from Algeria, De Cecco pasta from Italy and much, much more.
There’s a wonderfully exotic range of fresh produce too – fruit, vegetables, herbs and spices
all displaying country of origin (an education in itself ). As well as traditional varieties, you
can pick up mangoes, fresh dates, guava, paw paw, granadilla, yams, okra, eddoe, matoke and
apple bananas as well as fresh ginger and many different types of chillies.
Explore further in to the store and discover the Halal butchers and the aptly named ‘Spice
and Rice Den’ – a room literally packed to the roof with every variety of rice and dried spice
you could ever need in your kitchen. If you fancy something more convenient, there’s the
newly opened ‘falafel centre’ – selling freshly-made wraps and baguettes to takeaway and the
deli selling freshly-made Indian and Thai dishes including curries, bhaji and seriously good
samosa. Everything is made in-house and with no preservatives.
As well as this culinary expedition around the world, it’s equally important to owner Abdul
Arain to use as many local suppliers as possible. As part of its extensive range of ‘free from’
foodstuffs, Al Amin stock delicious Booja-Booja dairy free ice cream from Norfolk and
Ombar organic vegan chocolate from right here in Cambridge.
With all this and the incredibly helpful and knowledgeable staff (you can even pay bills here
and do ‘click and collect’), it’s easy to see why Al Amin is at the very heart of the Mill Road
community.
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Prana Indian Restaurant
97 Mill Road, Cambridge CB1 2AW
Telephone 01223 229988
www.pranarestaurant.co.uk

Go back 30 years and Indian restaurants offered a fairly limited range of dishes; mild korma
for the wimps, madras for the masses and volcanic vindaloo for the bravest tastebuds. But
in recent years curry houses have had to diversify to survive, offering new and innovative
options for more refined palates. Cambridge’s award-winning Prana Indian Restaurant is
one such success story.
Run by Kobir Ahmed, Prana opened in 2016. It’s light, airy, and contemporary, tables
impeccably dressed with crisp white tablecloths (iron-pressed, no less). The menu caters for
all, offering dhansak, bhuna, dopiaza, madras et al for takeaway traditionalists, fresh seafood
choices and a multitude of vegan options (including a vegan naan made without milk and
eggs, so original it’s garnered national attention).
Signature dishes include melt-in-the-mouth Sikandari Lamb (a shank cooked over 48 hours
and served in a chickpea sauce), and fragrant Korai Kabab Khyberi (chicken marinated in
a mix of exotic spices). The platter appetisers, thoughtfully named after Kobir’s son Rizwan
and daughter Amira, are also bestsellers – mouth-watering medleys of street food, samosas
and pakoras.
You can also now enjoy authentic Indian comfort food at home through Prana’s innovative
Tiffin Subscription Service, with delicious food delivered hot and fresh to your doorstep
weekly in fabulous reusable tiffin tins. It’s also a great way to reduce takeaway packaging at
the same time.
Prana in Indian means ‘soul’ or ‘life’ and there’s no doubt Kobir has put his heart and soul
into this venture. He also sees himself and the restaurant as being very much part of the
local community. Recent fund-raising has seen Prana’s loyal customers helping Kobir to raise
£1,500 to support the Little Hearts Project and now, with a ‘how hot can you handle’ curry
competition, Kobir is raising money for Lifecraft, based opposite the restaurant, to support
their vital work in local mental health care.

The Flower Project
160 Mill Road, Cambridge CB1 3LP
Telephone 01223 618465
www.theflowerproject.uk

If you’re lucky enough to receive a bouquet of vibrant blooms created by Clare Cook, you
can be sure that your floral gift won’t take its toll on the environment. Whilst many florists
wrap their arrangements in voluminous clouds of cellophane, Clare uses biodegradable,
recyclable packaging. Determined to show that florists can ‘tread lightly on the planet’, Clare
is the founder of eco-friendly independent, The Flower Project, on Mill Road.
Renowned for her amazing personal service, she lovingly handwrites gift cards and cycle
delivers her bouquets on her trusty Elephant Bike, a former postal Pashley cycle, delivering
from CB1 to CB5. Clare buys predominantly British flowers, working with local farmers,
offering an abundance of seasonal favourites, from dazzling dahlias and tulips to cheery
daffodils and sunflowers. Out of season, she sources from close countries such as Belgium
and France.
And through green initiative ‘Ecologi’, one tree is planted for every purchase (in 11 months,
983 saplings have taken root thanks to Clare’s business). With such impressive statistics,
it’s hard to believe that The Flower Project only launched in February 2020, initially from
a studio in Clare’s back garden, then from her Cambridge shop, which opened November
2020.
It’s been quite a growth trajectory, with the green ethos chiming with eco-conscious
Cambridge folk. Currently Clare specialises in bouquet subscriptions, houseplants,
contemporary greetings cards, and caters for weddings, workshops and events.
Long before The Flower Project came to fruition, Clare was training to be a lawyer, but
shelved that career after falling in love with floristry while arranging her own wedding
flowers. She is clearly flourishing in a role that allows her to be creative (and sustainable)
whilst spreading joy and happiness through her bright hand-picked British blooms.
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Amelie Flam-Kuche
The Grafton Centre (opposite the VUE cinema), Cambridge CB1 1PS
Telephone 01223 778898
www.amelierestaurants.co.uk

Alex and Regis Crepy own Amelie – a rather unique concept. We’re talking about Flamkuche, a traditional dish from the Alsace region in France, and it’s the signature dish at
Amélie Flam-Kuche, the stand-out restaurant with the bright yellow van opposite the Vue
cinema at The Grafton.
The ‘Skinny Pizza’ is spread with their signature crème fraiche or tomato sauce and topped
with a variety of mouth-watering ingredients. And it’s fast, very fast. It cooks in the oven for
just 90 seconds and that means you taste every delicious bit of it. It’s the perfect pre-movie
(or even in-movie as Alex does take-out) dish. The ingredients are fresh and sourced locally,
and there’s even a signature beer brewed by the Suffolk independent, Nethergate Brewery.
Amélie is a family affair. Regis has owned several highly successful restaurants and Alex
grew up working in his parents’ eateries. After he graduated from the Ecole Hoteliere de
Lausanne, Alex continued to learn his trade with Gaucho Restaurants in London, but he
always wanted to open a restaurant brand with his father. The restaurant is named after
Alex’s sister, an artist, and she has designed all the artwork.
Alex and Regis’ ambition was to impress their customers with both the quality of their food
and the service, and they’re clearly achieving that ambition. Amélie is ranked in the top
restaurants on TripAdvisor for Cambridgeshire, and it’s one of seven Cambridge restaurants
to make it into the Waitrose Good Food Guide!
They‘ve recently refurbished their Grafton unit, introducing a fresh and vibrant buzz along
with new menu additions of their very own favourite European dishes. Their ‘Skinny Pizza
Meal Kits’ – where customers can order and build their very own – are available to deliver
around the UK so you can eat your favourite Flam-Kuche in the comfort of your own home.
Each Flatpack comes with enough to feed four, so do check out their website for more
information.

Kingsway Cycles
8 City Road, Cambridge CB1 1DP
Telephone 01223 355852
www.kingswaycycles.com

One of the many great things about the indie scene is discovering a ‘hidden gem’ tucked
away in one of Cambridge’s numerous side streets. One such gem is Kingsway Cycles –
centrally located on the corner of City Road and the wonderfully named Paradise Street,
that runs parallel to Burleigh Street near the Grafton Centre.
This family-owned, proudly independent business has been part of the local scene since
1978, when David Ouzman first set up shop. Originally catering mainly for motorbike
owners (they still do MOTs for mopeds), the shop is now run by David’s son Steve and close
friend Nick Barrett, both who very much have cycling in their hearts.
Alongside its range of new bikes for sale including touring, mountain, racing, leisure,
folding and electric cycles, Kingsway stocks a solid range of second-hand bikes, clothing and
accessories. It’s possible to hire bikes – complete with lights and locks, and the shop is also
part of the Cycle to Work Scheme which enables employee to pay for a bike over the course
of a year with hire payments deducted from their gross monthly salary.
With traditional independent values and a down to earth approach, Nick and Steve offer a
fantastic repair service too. They open early at 8pm so bikes can be dropped off before work
or after the school run, and their aim is for a same-day turnaround to ensure the cycling
community of Cambridge keep on the move.
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The Lab
90-92 Regent Street, Cambridge CB2 1DP
www.thelabcambridge.com

From Watson and Crick to Darwin and Newton, Cambridge has played host to some
of the greatest scientific minds of our time. And now the city’s finest thinkers have an
inspiring new venue to conjure up ground-breaking theories, whilst enjoying exceptionally
good cocktails in sublime surroundings. We’re talking about The LAB, the science-themed
cocktail bar on Regent Street, which relaunched in October after a major refurbishment.
Elegant and sleek - channelling an art deco, prohibition, speakeasy aesthetic – The LAB
pays homage to the world of science, from its signature cocktails (Hawking’s Big Bang; Flash
Gurdon) served in conical flasks and beakers, to its décor (famous scientists grace the walls
alongside neon sign ‘Let’s Get Experimental’).
The LAB was fittingly invented by scientists back in 2018; cancer research specialist
Professor Tony Kouzarides, Director of The Milner Therapeutics Institute; Dr Jason Mellad,
CEO and co-founder of Start Codon; and Mill Road Surgery’s Dr Peter Niemczuk.
The directors wanted somewhere for like-minded souls to network (and be able to say:
‘I was up late last night at The LAB!’), but created such a beautiful setting that it became
popular far beyond the scientific demographic.
The LAB closed in March 2020 with lockdown, and has since been thoughtfully
reimagined, doubling in size and adding food to its table service offering. There’s a focus
on seasonal tapas-style dishes, from vegan arancini and Canarian potatoes to loaded fries
and sharing churros, with local suppliers including Hot Numbers and Cambridge Wine
Merchants.
Although branded as ‘1920s decadence with a twist of science’ The LAB is accessible to all,
with events capacity for everything from formal college reception evenings to LGBTQ+
disco nights, and a late licence at weekends.
Whether you’re a molecular biologist or a martini-lover, The LAB is sure to deliver in true
innovative style!

The Brew Project
Telephone 07305 938515 (for wholesale coffee supplies)
www.brewproject.co.uk

Jonny Bescoby, roaster of fine Columbian coffee beans and owner of The Brew Project, is
one of the most affable people you’re likely to meet. He simply loves to chat (especially if
the topic is coffee), and so unsurprisingly knows most of his customers by name.
Jonny fell in love with coffee whilst living in Australia, describing the experience as ‘like
falling down a rabbit hole’, as he discovered multiple outlets for creativity from tasting to
package design. He launched The Brew Project three years ago, roasting beans sourced
from a Columbian farmers’ collective at his own roastery in Castle Acre. Today he spends
three days a week there, perfecting the delicate roasting process, to create a deliciously
smooth blend which supplies wholesale customers including Restaurant 22, Cambridge,
and The River Terrace, St Ives.
When not roasting, Jonny can be found at Kerb Kollective – the hip riverside cafe he runs
alongside ‘a mob of passionate coffee pro’s’, including part owner Rory Foy and designer
Shaun Lynch, who masterminded The Brew Project’s distinctive tin design. Located within
Cambridge’s Museum of Technology’s ticket office, the café has seating overlooking the
River Cam, and serves scrumptious food including bread and pastries (from Grain Culture,
Ely) blondies, brownies, and vegan bakes.
Kerb Kollective launched in its current premises in September 2021, moving literally
metres from the Othersyde bar where, from June 2020, it did a roaring trade providing
takeaway coffee to the locked down masses.
With his natural gregarious personality, Jonny quickly built up a loyal customer base,
which has followed him to Kerb Kollective’s new home. Top of The Brew Project’s wishlist is a Cambridge café-cum roastery, but for now Jonny is content roasting ‘insanely high
quality coffee’ – and having a good chinwag whilst he serves it!
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The Darryl Nantais Gallery
59 High Street, Linton, Cambridgeshire CB21 4HS
Telephone 01223 891289 or 07787 517825
www.linton59.co.uk

Art galleries can be intimidating places, stark white walls displaying meticulously-mounted
paintings, floorboards that creak unforgivingly, and staff that appear to be surveying the
depth of your pockets. Not so at The Darryl Nantais Gallery, housed in a charming listed
building on Linton’s chocolate box High Street. Here, the welcome is warm, down-toearth proprietor Karl Backhurst likening his gallery to a friend’s sitting room, albeit one
resplendent with wondrous watercolours, atmospheric oil paintings, gorgeous glassware and
distinctive jewellery, sourced from local, national and international artists.
Karl, an avid art collector and self-taught painter, who previously worked in investment
before becoming a stay-at-home-dad, launched the gallery – named after close friend and
artist Darryl – in 2001.
Choosing art inspired by his ‘love of colour, texture and expression’, Karl exhibits a diverse
portfolio, including Magdalena Morey’s vibrant evocative paintings , best-selling artist Brian
Seymour’s wild and windswept landscapes and Ophelia Redpath’s delightfully whimsical
pieces. There’s Katie Lynn’s quirky ‘Molten Wonky’ fused glass gifts, Peter Blake’s distinctive
pop art, Bex Burston’s retro glass coasters, and John Glover’s incredibly life-like portraiture
and expressive landscapes. The list goes on – and Karl counts all his artists as friends.
Keen to showcase the gallery’s talent to a wider audience, Karl – and wife Trina – regularly
exhibit at the country’s best art fairs, including the prestigious Affordable Art Fair. This
year, the team, constituting Karl, Trina and their equally-artistic daughter and son, launched
a ‘travelling name’ for the gallery, Linton59, a contemporary and memorable moniker to
attract new interest at shows.
Aside from displaying desirable art, Karl offers a framing and restoring service, breathing
new life into neglected treasures, from paintings to pianos!
Incredibly passionate about his work, whether renovating an ornate frame or unveiling
extraordinary talent, Karl is doing an awesome job of making art accessible and enjoyable to
all.

Henry Rose Interiors
208 Cherry Hinton Road, Cambridge CB1 7AW
Telephone 01223 213231
www.henryroseinteriors.com

It’s been just over four years since Henry Rose Interiors opened on Cherry Hinton Road,
providing a bespoke kitchen, bedroom and bathroom service to the local area.
For owners Gabi and Lee (who has over 25 years’ experience as an installer), Henry Rose is
the result of many years of hard work and planning – and the couple were delighted when
they took the leap into owning and running their own business.
Named after family members, the business offers a one-stop-shop for customers looking
for a new kitchen, bedroom or bathroom. Whatever the size of the project, whether you’re
looking to turn your family bathroom into a modern wet room or renovate your whole
property, the team at Henry Rose Interiors have the skills and expertise to manage your
project from the initial idea through to completion. And just like no two people are the
same, Gabi and Lee believe no two projects are the same, and place huge importance on
listening to their customers to come up with a plan that meets their exact requirements.
Offering both contemporary and traditional designs, customers can choose from a wide
range of products, appliances and finishes from a selection of superior brands – all of which
Lee has worked with throughout his career. Alongside Lee, Henry Rose uses a small team
of local, independent subcontractors to assist with installation, and is also happy to offer a
supply-only service.
And they may be a small, family-owned company but they have a big environmental agenda.
The use of sustainable goods has become an integral part of the company ethos –using
suppliers who are carbon-neutral or who use methods which reuse water or materials where
possible, plus for every kitchen and bathroom they sell, they pledge to have trees planted to
help offset their carbon footprint.
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Rebecca Orde Ltd
ALLIA Future Business Centre, King’s Hedges Road, Cambridge CB4 2HY
Telephone 01223 782125 or 07981 666326
www.rebeccaorde.com

It is fair to say that for many of us, our living environment has come into sharper focus over
the past eighteen months as we’ve spent more time at home. Looking around our humble
abodes, it is probably also true that we wish they could look and function better but getting
started on a renovation or refurbishment project can be daunting. That is when you need
the help of an experienced and trusted project manager – and we know just the person.
Rebecca Orde has, in some shape or form, been managing projects most of her life, and for
the past ten years overseeing residential refurbishments in Cambridge. Her strengths lie
in how she communicates, builds relationships, and guides her clients through the whole
process – from prioritising tasks, obtaining quotes, and overseeing entire projects from
concept to completion.
Working independently from contractors, she always puts her clients first, providing that
crucial single point of contact whilst taking away the stress. Attention to detail and careful
planning are key to a successful outcome, solving problems as they arise, and keeping
everyone in the loop throughout.
As well as normal renovations, Rebecca is particularly interested in future-proofing homes
for people as they get older and adapting homes for disabled people of all ages – often
within a multigenerational family setting. She also helps people who want to give their
homes an ‘eco makeover’ – within a constantly changing and often confusing marketplace.
She works with independent energy consultants, who can identify the best solutions for
each property and budget. She then helps to select the most appropriate products and
identify the best people to supply and install.
Keep an eye out for her newsletter being launched in the New Year; focused on independent
living and featuring accessible design, smart home technology, sustainability and the people
who are leading the way in these growing sectors.
Portraits of Rebecca by Onur Pinar Photography

Sylvia Newman Garden Design
Green End Farm, Over Road, Longstanton, Cambridge CB24 3DW
Telephone 01954 583239
www.sngardendesign.co.uk

For those of us lucky enough to have some outdoor space, however great or small, our
appreciation for it has certainly grown over recent times. Many have discovered a new-found
love of gardening and for making more of outside areas for socialising – something Sylvia
Newman has been passionate about for most of her life.
After training at Writtle College – the oldest and probably best-known land-based college in
the UK – Sylvia set up her company Sylvia Newman Garden Design and has been creating
stunning gardens ever since. Ten years ago, her son Ed joined the team (currently numbering
15) and with this second generation bringing fresh ideas such as CGI for visualising designs,
this local family business has literally grown and flourished.
Having a dedicated team of employees, rather than relying solely on outside contractors,
is just one of the aspects that sets the company apart from many others. Sylvia and Ed
have found this gives a much more fluid nature to the whole process of design, build and
maintenance, and importantly means that, with the back-up of head office, small changes
can be more easily incorporated – which often happens when designing gardens.
Another, and very wonderful, difference Sylvia and Ed have created, are the gardens at the
company’s headquarters at Green End Farm in Longstanton. It can sometimes be hard for
clients to visualise or even know what they want their finished garden to look like, but here
they can actually walk around beautiful show gardens – both contemporary and traditional,
see established herbaceous borders in bloom, enjoy the tranquillity of ponds and water
features and choose specific pieces of garden furniture and hard-landscaping. It’s also a small
farm with rare-breed sheep, chickens, doves and bees, which as well as complementing the
gorgeous show gardens, gives more than a hint at Sylvia’s down-to-earth and genuine love of
the land.
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KUCO
www.kuco.agency
hello@kuco.agency

‘Being your own boss’, is something many people aspire to, and yes, setting up and running
your own business can be exhilarating, but it certainly isn’t easy. When you’re knee-deep
in all those daily tasks required to keep your business going, and your staff and customers
happy, there’s not much time (or head space), to think about more strategic aspects like
developing the business, marketing and communications. So, you need help and that’s
exactly where KUCO, run by Katie Underwood, comes into the picture.
Katie is a former manager of a Michelin-starred restaurant and a business owner with over
ten years working in the hospitality industry. Importantly too, she knows, and has a genuine
passion for, the indie scene in and around Cambridge and wants to see it grow and flourish.
New ventures as well as some of the city’s biggest names work closely with KUCO on all
aspects of their businesses – from social media strategy and management, email marketing,
targeted online advertising and PR through to e-commerce, staff training and business
development.
KUCO are hospitality specialists, but they have a range of clients, all providing exceptional
customer experiences from independent restaurants and boutique brands to businesses in
the health, beauty and medical sectors. Clients such as the internationally renowned Locke
Hotel, recently opened in Eddington, partner with KUCO to launch their brand locally,
creating trusted connections and managing their citywide PR.
Passionate too about helping a new generation of professionals develop their skills in
hospitality and therefore hopefully change the face of the industry post-pandemic, KUCO
have trained four promising young people as part of the Government’s Kickstarter scheme
and recruited an experienced events manager to their flourishing team of ten.
The personification of professionalism and positivity, it’s no surprise that her clients’
testimonials of her are glowing, and that they see Katie and the KUCO team as a real and
integral part of their business success.

CMR
Telephone 077866 55929
www.cmresource.co.uk
clare@cmresource.co.uk

CMR is owned and run by Clare Morris, a business collaborator, developer, and strategist.
Clare is very open, friendly, and clear, and each new client venture begins with a discussion
session, guided by key questions, which prepare for a successful, stress-free, and in-depth,
first conversation. A relaxed and organised approach to target the goals or frustration point
in your business and how to plan for the balance you want to achieve.
Knowing how important it is to share your business hopes and pains, which ultimately
frame the important step towards fulfilling your ambitions, Clare wants you to come away
from these sessions feeling re-engaged with your business and have a clearer vision of how to
move forward.
Regularly setting reviews helps to ensure the project is working at the right pace for you and
your business. Breaking down the conversation into workable stages of importance and, just
as key, unimportance.
The business name came from Clare’s commitment to her clients, that by working with
CMR, a strategy is created which ensures that your business is using all the right resources to
realistically achieve greatest impact to your business.
When it comes to partnering to grow her business, Clare has outsourced her accounts,
reviews her own strategies with an independent business owner, and often works with a
wellbeing coach for her own business balance and positivity.
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Happy Communications
www.happycommunications.co.uk
kelly@happycommunications.co.uk

Happy Communications could not be a more fitting description for Kelly Morel’s PR and
copywriting business. From her sunny disposition to her deep desire to do good by working
with ethical clients that leave a positive footprint on the world, she exudes a feel-good vibe.
Kelly has a wealth of industry experience having spent more than 15 years in PR and
communications-based roles, working for international clients such as GlaxoSmithKline, as
well as local indie businesses and charities including NSPCC and Alzheimer’s Research UK.
Happy Communications launched in 2019, when Kelly was looking to do more valuesled work and was asked to manage PR for a friend’s family business. Her business has
been evolving ever since, with Kelly drawn to work with local organisations that have an
environmental, health or societal impact. Clients have included BeeBee & Leaf (creators
of eco food wraps), Turtle Dove (social enterprise), The Little Gym Cambridge and Ely
wellbeing hub Fresh. Kelly has also done pro-bono work for baby loss counselling charity
Petals and sustainable development charity CoFarm, finding the opportunity to ‘give back’
incredibly rewarding.
Happy Communications’ portfolio of services spans copywriting (websites, blogs,
newsletters, marketing materials), proactive and reactive PR and project management.
Each new client relationship begins with a one-to-one interview in which Kelly delves
into the business and the person behind it, discovering their core values and hopes. By
uncovering the personal and brand story, she has the tools to champion the client and get
others to engage. Once a strategy is in place, Kelly can, if needed, bring in a team of trusted
collaborators (many of them fantastic local female creatives), from website designers to
photographers - providing a full package of skills.
Though still in its infancy, Happy Communications is already driving positive change. Long
may it prosper!
Photos by Elodie Giuge

Krishna Solanki Designs
www.krishnasolankidesigns.com
hello@krishnasolankidesigns.com

With all the numerous day-to-day activities owners of small to medium-sized companies
(SME’s) must consider, it can be challenging to keep sight of that essential strategic
communications overview, which is where Krishna Solanki, founder of Krishna Solanki
Designs, steps reassuringly into the business picture.
Krishna, who owns and runs her small award-winning brand and Squarespace website
design agency in Cambridge, works with independent businesses, SME’s and agencies who
are looking for creative and results-driven design solutions to fit within their overall business
strategy. Known for their experience, creativity and confident approach, Krishna and her
team ensure that their clients’ branding reflects the core values of their business as well as
being eye-catching and consistent across many platforms.
Dovetailing nicely with branding, Krishna’s other speciality is website design and build. For
this she uses the website building tool Squarespace, which in the right hands, can offer some
of the best design and functionality available, and hers are definitely the right hands. With
16 years’ experience in both design and development, this combined knowledge results
in great looking websites which work perfectly for her clients. Her front-end coding skills
mean that each site she produces looks on-brand and is bespoke, but as they’re templatebased, there’s no technical mystery or complicated back-end, and it’s easy for clients to make
updates once the site is in their hands. It is also possible to integrate tools for aspects like
blogging, e-commerce, Google location, Mailchimp and social media – all hugely useful for
small businesses.
Helping her clients from initial briefing through to the final hand-over (and beyond!), is
Krishna’s thorough and regular communications, plus her dedication to streamlined process.
She uses a project management tool, making sure all her clients are well-informed and happy
with progress. And happy her clients are – just a scroll through the testimonials on her
(beautiful) website says it all.
Photos by Sophie Carefull
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Literature Cambridge
Telephone 01223 324960
www.literaturecambridge.co.uk
info@literaturecambridge.co.uk

Literature Cambridge was set up in 2015 by Trudi Tate, an Emeritus Fellow of Clare Hall
who teaches Victorian and modern literature and has a passion to bring great literature in
English to readers all over the world.
Literature Cambridge launched with a series of summer schools in which participants spend
a week immersed in the life and works of their favourite authors. Enlisting many luminaries
to teach, Trudi’s summer courses have been a resounding success and attract a wide range of
students from home and abroad, and although currently paused due to covid, they are due
to resume in 2022 or 2023.
In 2020, Literature Cambridge created an exciting series of Online Study Sessions –
attracting lovers of literature from all over the world as well as locally. A group of superb
lecturers, all with a Cambridge connection, provide top quality lectures and seminars, live
online via Zoom. They study a great range of writers: Shakespeare, Mary Shelley, Dickens,
George Eliot, Oscar Wilde, E.M. Forster, Ivor Gurney, Katherine Mansfield, Zora Neale
Hurston, D. H. Lawrence, Toni Morrison, Angela Carter, Bernadine Evaristo, refugee
writers, and more.
They run a regular season of live online lectures on Virginia Woolf. The current season
runs from October 2021 to summer 2022. A Jane Austen Season runs from January to
April 2022, studying four of her wonderful novels in detail. And new from autumn 2021,
Literature Cambridge now offer live online weekly and fortnightly courses on special topics,
including: Bloomsbury Life and Writing; Iris Murdoch and London; History of the Sonnet
and Sonnet Writing Workshops with further courses added in the coming months.
Literature Cambridge also runs a fantastic series of in-person Study Days on Woolf,
Shakespeare, George Eliot, Toni Morrison, and many other brilliant writers. These are
currently paused and are due to resume in 2022 at Kettle’s Yard.

Cambridge Music Festival
www.cambridgemusicfestival.co.uk
info@cambridgemusicfestival.co.uk

When Justin Lee took the helm as director of Cambridge Music Festival in 2012, his
mission was to bring musicians of the highest calibre to the city and explore the refreshingly
unusual. Not only has he excelled in this task, but through innovative programming embracing the eclectic and the extraordinary – he has shaken off the traditional image of
‘classical music’ and sparked the interest of a younger audience.
Whilst pandemic restrictions meant switching to some virtual concerts, Justin and his team
presented each online show in an inspiring way, fusing music and video to atmospheric
effect. In March 2021, to launch CMF’s 30th anniversary celebrations, he premiered two
films of Dunedin Consort playing Bach’s Brandenburg Concertos Nos 5 & 6, in which
cameras swept around in cinematic fashion, giving unfettered access to the musicians.
Equally bold and imaginative was Justin’s collaboration with experimental musician Joby
Burgess on the YouTube premiere of A Percussionist’s Songbook; nine newly commissioned
pieces for pitched percussion and electronics, inspired by songs, short poems or stories.
When restrictions eased, he masterminded a captivating live concert series, featuring
remarkable young cellist Sheku Kanneh-Mason, who performed at Harry and Meghan’s
wedding; the Chineke! Chamber Ensemble and the world-renowned Academy of St Martin
in the Fields.
For Justin, who has worked with the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, the
Academy of Ancient Music and the Southbank Sinfonia, live music has an unmatchable
exhilarating quality. And thanks to CMF’s new model, audiences can savour more live
music, with ‘seasons’ of concerts replacing the static two-week November festival, allowing
more scope for innovation.
Talking of which, look out for a spectacular Carnival of the Animals themed sound and
light projection, set to illuminate Cambridge in February 2022, with imagery created by
local schoolchildren. Like all of CMF’s performances, it’s sure to be a showstopper.
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Susan Nicholas Opulent Bridal
20 Charlemont Drive, Manea, March, Cambridgeshire PE15 0GA
Telephone 01354 680077
www.s-n-o-b.co.uk

So, you’ve got the princess-cut sparkler on your ring finger, and now you need the fairytale
wedding gown to match, but with a bamboozling choice of bridal styles – from shimmering
ballgown to sleek fishtail – where do you start? We’d suggest you enlist the help of modernday fairy godmother Sue Lovell, owner of beautiful bridal boutique SNOB, in Manea.
Sue has been working with brides since 2008, and is friendly and professional, offering a
personal, one-to-one service, in which clients feel cherished not rushed.
She stocks her own label wedding dresses – It’s Personal – designed for ‘real women’ with
body confident styles which can be customised by trusty seamstress Julia for a perfect fit.
Sue specialises in American brand Morilee, created by famous designer Madeline Gardner,
featuring dreamy styles with a soft, romantic allure. She also stocks Morilee’s Julietta
Collection, crafted to fit and flatter plus-size brides, with stunning silhouettes and intricate
detailing.
Sue is a huge advocate of Morilee, as four years ago, a car crash left her with a broken back
and shattered ribs, and of all her suppliers, Morilee were incredibly supportive while she
quite literally, got back on her feet.
Alongside her elegant gowns, Sue stocks a range of bridal accessories including veils from
Soham-based Elizabeth Dickens, and tiaras.
Prior to launching SNOB, Sue owned a mobile phone business, but was delighted to move
from fast-paced sales into the happy world of weddings. The close bonds she forms with her
brides are incredibly satisfying, and she considers it a privilege to share in the joyful moment
when they say yes to the dress. She even offers a service to turn wedding frocks into adorable
christening gowns when brides begin to expand their families, so the relationship extends far
beyond the final dress fitting.

Jenny Jefferies
Telephone 07840 137775
www.jennyjefferies.co.uk
jenniferlouisejefferies@yahoo.com

A glorious mix of ‘food, love and laughter’ characterised Jenny Jefferies’ childhood, with
family regularly gathering for hearty meals cooked by her father. That love of fine fare
continued into adulthood, although it wasn’t until Jenny married husband John, an arable
farmer, that she truly understood the importance of food provenance.
Witnessing her first harvest on the family farm in Little Gransden in 2013, then weaning
her firstborn daughter in 2016, Jenny felt amazed at the hard graft involved in producing a
simple bowl of cereal.
Reaching out to other farmers, Jenny – a former picture editor for Sky News – decided to
champion her husband’s story and produce, along with that of other hard-working farmers
across the UK.
The result is stunning cookbook, For The Love Of The Land, published July 2020, featuring
recipes from 40 British farmers, including Blackbrook Beef Bolognese from a traditional
lowland Leicestershire farm; Kentish Lavender Shortbread; and a Devonshire cocktail with
a flourish of edible flowers.
Jenny was inspired to add to her publishing portfolio whilst tucking into a delicious fish
and chip supper on Southwold seafront (from The Sole Bay Fish Company). For The Love
Of The Sea emerged from the printing press April 2021. Taking the reader on a tantalising
journey up and down the British Isles to regions where fishing is the lifeblood, it celebrates
our magnificent seafood community, shining a light on prominent women in the industry.
Standout recipes include Roast Turbot, Samphire and Clam from Looe; Moroccan Spiced
Langoustines; and Red Snapper Oysters from Mersea Island.
Jenny, who has two little girls and runs the family’s self-catering business, Fullers Hill
Cottages, is already working on her next book. The subject remains a mystery, but we know
she’ll be flying the flag for British produce. She’s certainly our food hero!
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Studio 24
Unit 16, Chesterton Mill, Frenchs Road, Cambridge CB4 3NP
Telephone 01223 328017
www.studio24.net

One theme that is often common to independent businesses is their passion for investing
both culturally and commercially in the place where they are based (something global
corporates generally aren’t very good at!).
Take Cambridge-based indie Studio 24 as an example. An award-winning digital agency
working with clients across many sectors – from major infrastructure projects such as
Crossrail and HS2, public sector clients including Crown Commercial Service, DHSC, and
UK Parliament, and the charitable/not-for-profit sector with W3C, the international web
standards organisation, and CBM.
Locally they have worked in arts and culture with Cambridge University Botanic Garden,
Cambridge Live and Cambridge Arts Theatre.
The work they carry out for their clients ranges from strategy and planning, content
strategy, design and technology development of websites, web applications and progressive
web apps, alongside ongoing support and management services.
This breadth of client-base and services offered also reflects the variation in budgets Studio
24 are presented with. Major web development is not inexpensive, but whatever the size of
the project or the budget, Studio 24 make it a priority to point clients in the right direction
for their digital needs from the very start.
All very impressive, but there is something else that makes Studio 24 more than just ‘another
web company’. Speak for just a few moments with Founder and Managing Director Simon
Jones, and you soon realise you are talking to someone passionate and committed to the
long-term wealth of both the commercial and cultural sides of Cambridge.
As a company Studio 24 regularly takes on interns and work experience students –
from around the UK and Europe, and Simon himself is involved in technology-related
community groups such as PHP Cambridge. He’s also a trustee of the Cambridge Film
Trust and Studio 24 sponsors the Film Festival’s digital requirements.
So, once again, a local independent business run by a ‘real’ person, making a huge
contribution to what makes Cambridge such a richly diverse place to live and work.

Form The Future
47-51 Norfolk Street, Cambridge CB1 2LD
Telephone 01223 781296
www.formthefuture.org.uk

How many of us can say we do a job that truly makes a difference? Anne Bailey can as every
day, she – and her dedicated team – help to empower young people to ‘dream big’. Anne
founded Form the Future in 2015, with business partner Michaela Eschbach, to connect
students to a world of career opportunities by linking schools and businesses. The benefits
are two-fold; enthusiastic young minds gain inspiration and skills, whilst volunteers
experience the feel-good factor of helping the next generation.
Anne had previously worked for corporates such as BT, which ran education programmes
within schools – and when she moved to Cambridge, she became concerned at the system’s
focus on exam results, and lack of practical career advice. So, she began approaching schools
about the possibility of engaging with local companies – and so the journey began.
Form the Future’s work sees staff from large firms including ARM, Marshall and Cambridge
University Hospitals, alongside smaller indies, give their time to share their career stories,
helping make students curious about their own potential.
Events include Enterprise Days, with scholars tasked to come up with imaginative product
ideas. There’s the Cambridge LaunchPad Project, focusing on making science, technology,
engineering and maths more inclusive, and in response to Covid-19 – Form the Future’s
work is increasingly digital, with many of the usual in-school events successfully taking place
virtually.
There’s also practical help on creating sparkling CVs, interview techniques, careers advice,
work experience placements and apprenticeship opportunities – with sessions available both
virtually and in person.
Anne’s team of ten full-time and eight part-time employees, plus hundreds of volunteers,
have a huge impact, helping around 20,000 students, aged eight upwards, each year. They’ve
recently expanded into schools in other areas of the UK, and thanks to their Erasmus
programme, Form the Future is now in demand in Norway, Finland and Denmark. This
amazing Cambridge-based business looks set to go global!
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Langham Press
Unit 5, Station Road East, Whittlesford, Cambridgeshire CB22 4WL
Telephone 01223 870266
www.langhampress.co.uk

These days, having an online presence for businesses is, of course, essential. Backing this
up with social media activity is also important but trying to get your message through on
increasingly congested digital timelines is becoming an issue. This is when taking a fresh new
look at a more traditional form of marketing and promotion – print, may just be the way to
get yourself heard.
Based in Whittlesford, just a few miles outside of Cambridge, local printers Langham
Press have just the right mix of old-fashioned friendly service and state-of-the art printing
presses and equipment, to be able to produce an incredible range of creative printed work.
Alongside many local customers including University of Cambridge departments and
colleges, Langham also have many customers throughout the UK.
A family-owned business headed up by David Arnold (Cambridge born and bred and a
member of the Mill Road Winter Fair committee), the 12-strong Langham team have many
years of print experience between them and the front-of-house office staff are incredibly
happy to share that knowledge with their customers. If you just want to chat through some
ideas, find out what’s possible to print or even go and see your job running on the press, all
you have to do is ask.
For those with environmental concerns about buying print, Langham’s are very
conscientious about being as green as possible. Processless-plate technology means no nasty
chemicals; inks are all vegetable-based and cobalt free; waste paper, plastic and cardboard is
collected by accredited environmental contractors for recycling. They’re also signed-up to
accreditation from the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) who promote environmentally
appropriate, socially beneficial, and economically viable management of the world’s forests.

Clarendon Street Veterinary Surgery
28 Clarendon Street, Cambridge CB1 1JX
Telephone 01223 359021
www.clarendonstreetvets.co.uk

Taking a poorly pet to the vets can be an anxiety-inducing experience both for the owner
and their furry friend. Practices can be cold and clinical, a far cry from James Herriot’s
charmingly nostalgic depiction in All Creatures Great and Small. That’s not the case,
however, at Clarendon Street Veterinary Surgery, which feels immediately welcoming, from
the bowl of dog biscuits perched invitingly on the windowsill and contented cat Calypsa
snoozing in the reception in-tray, to the cards of thanks from grateful owners and the
friendly staff buzzing around.
The small community practice in the centre of Cambridge has been run by Patrick Von
Heimendahl for the past 20 years, providing services including vaccinations, neutering,
surgery, microchipping and home visits, caring for cats, dogs, rabbits, hamsters, guinea pigs,
and the occasional chicken!
Growing up on a farm in Germany, tackling everything from ‘mucking out to plucking’,
it’s hardly surprising Patrick became a vet. However, after two decades as solo practice vet,
Patrick has brought his niece – fellow vet Harriet O’Riordan – on-board, both to help with
the workload and ensure the family business remains independent.
With a national trend, which has seen around 70 per cent of veterinary surgeries snapped up
by corporates, he’s keen for the practice to retain its traditional, friendly feel.
Having worked in busy London clinics previously, Harriet is enjoying building a rapport
with customers and says she often gets three generations of clients in the consulting room.
Alongside Patrick and Harriet work Sue, Anna, Nancy and nurses catherine, Kayleigh and
Simone, plus surgery cat Zamba, a rescued stray (mum to Calypsa) who spends her time
happily lounging around in the warmest, sunniest spots. They say cats are very intuitive –
and clearly Zamba has fallen on her feet/paws to snare this fine surgery as her forever home!
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M-Power Fitness
The Davey Field, Cambridge Road, Great Shelford, Cambridgeshire CB22 5JJ
Telephone 07969 724372
www.m-powerfitness.co.uk

M-Power Fitness is a unique hub for aligned minds and bodies with individual aspirations.
Founded by Tony Begovich, this modern facility based at Shelford Rugby Club, specialises
in achieving life-long improvements in health, fitness and body conditioning for its clients.
Focusing on three key areas of exercise, nutrition and mindset, Tony and his team of
professional coaches spearhead a results-driven service, providing medical grade body scan
assessments and holistic conditioning programmes, tailored to each client’s specific needs.
M-Power Fitness (formerly Milan Fitness), is an inclusive community, welcoming members
of all ages and fitness levels, from complete beginners to sports professionals.
The private gym, with off-street parking, has a clever modular design, meaning a maximum
of six members will be training at any given time, with a coach always on hand for assistance
and motivation.
During gym sessions, members follow a personalised conditioning programme, accessed via
a bespoke app. This means there’s no overcrowding or waiting time for equipment.
Clients also benefit from the latest health monitoring technology, including a Full Health
Assessment with InBody BIA Body Composition Analyser, which provides key information
on body fat, skeletal muscle mass and bone density. Trainers can then interpret this
information and give guidance on how to move forward.
Alongside bespoke personal training sessions, M-Power Fitness also offers outdoor classes to
non-gymgoers on a casual or monthly membership basis. Clients can enjoy the fresh air and
soak up the Vitamin D in these 45-minute sessions, pitched to all fitness levels. There’s also a
Wednesday Woman’s Only class available.
New Zealander Tony, who has spent his career in the fitness industry, has built a team of
coaches that share the same vision. If you’d like to be part of their supportive, inclusive and
empowering community, get in touch – and they’ll get you moving in the right direction.

South Cambridgeshire Equestrian Centre
(SCEC)
Foxton Road, Barrington, Cambridgeshire CB22 7RN
Telephone 01763 263213 or 07712 033862
www.scec.co.uk

If ever there was a time for us all to appreciate our local environment more and find ways of
making the most of outdoor spaces – surely it is now. Our physical and mental well-being
has also come more sharply into focus, and over in Barrington, just a few miles outside of
Cambridge, there is a place where all of this can be discovered.
The South Cambridgeshire Equestrian Centre (SCEC), run by Christian Rawoo and James
Shepherd, is part of a 260-acre farm set in the glorious Cambridgeshire countryside. As well
as the centre and school itself, there are numerous pretty tracks for hacking and exploring
the natural world in perfect social-distancing style. Set up in 2003, SCEC is a British Horse
Society Approved Riding Centre and caters for riders of all abilities and from age five to
currently their oldest rider of seventy-five. The facilities are both indoor and outdoor, so
offering pretty much year-round riding, and alongside the centre’s own horses and ponies,
there is a livery yard for private horse owners too.
Hearing from some of the regular riders at SCEC, gives a real insight into the many benefits
riding can offer. Recurring themes include confidence-building, emotional and physical
mindfulness, developing muscles and core strength, teaching responsibility and developing
perseverance, resilience and ‘grit’! And unlike exercising on a piece of inanimate gym
equipment, you are getting to know, and learn empathy for, a beautiful creature with its own
personality.
So, whether you’re a parent of a child that’s keen to lean to ride, a family who would like to
be able to do an activity together, or an individual interested in the many aspects of wellbeing – then maybe horse riding could just be the thing to put ticks in all your boxes.
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“Talk to your Local Expert about
your retirement finance.”

Equity Release – The Myths and The Misconceptions!
“The most common feedback about equity release often prompts an angry retort, citing it as a con, a scam and
a rip off. Social media is littered with comments about companies involved in it as thieves, and that you will lose
your home.”
The actual truth is a far cry from these unfounded comments. Indeed, in the past they were products called Home Income Plans and Shared
Appreciation Mortgages that were not fully regulated and generally it is from bad experiences with these now non-existent products that
generally you will find the basis for the negativity towards equity release.
Today, modern equity release centres around a product called a Lifetime Mortgage. A fully regulated product under the Financial Conduct
Authority, that offers clients over the age of 55, who own their home a flexible way to access their property wealth through a cash free
lump sum or a combination of a lump sum and a drawdown facility. You remain the owner of your home and the lifetime mortgage is a first
legal charge on the property, just in the same way as a traditional mortgage.
Interest rates have been at an historically low level and whilst we are seeing some small rate rises, it is still possible to obtain rates around
3%. The interest rate is also fixed, so there is no danger that you will be back to a standard variable rate and suffer a hike in interest in later
years.
A lifetime mortgage, requires no contracted repayment. Interest will roll up and compound and the amount borrow will increase. However,
it is often overlooked that property prices continue to increase year on year and this offsets the impact on the erosion of equity in a
property. My clients initially are concerned that there will not be any equity left in their property and are surprised when they found that
with the current interest rates, the amount borrowed will only double in about 20 years! So if you have heard that the amount doubles
every 7 years, you are being misled by outdated and inaccurate information.
Retirement lending does require expert financial advice as a lifetime mortgage may not be the right solution for you. I would encourage you
to book an appointment with me, and I can provide you the facts you need to make an informed decision.
Nick holds the London Institute of Banking and Finance qualifications to advise on mortgages and equity release. CFS Equity Release is a
member of the Equity Release Council.

You Can Use Your Tax Free Cash As You Choose!
Gift money to a loved one
Home Improvements
Pay off your mortgage
Buy a new car
Take a holiday
www.cfsequityrelease.co.uk

YOU WILL NEED TO TAKE LEGAL ADVICE BEFORE RELEASING EQUITY FROM YOUR HOME. LIFETIME MORTGAGES AND HOME REVERSION
PLANS ARE NOT RIGHT FOR EVERYONE

Telephone Your Local Adviser: 07453 084137
Office: 01223 665390
CFS Equity Release is a trading style of Delphic Financial Planning Limited, appointed representative of The Openwork Partnership a trading style of Openwork Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, FCA No: 408285

